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Membership in St. Mary's
esteemed Heritage Club is
conferred on alumni whose
association with the
university spans 50 years or
more.
Well represented at this
year's Homecoming, they
enjoyed warm reunions
together with spouses and
guests at their own special
celebration.
Pictured on the cover are
A. Rene Mouton (BA 40)
and Martin Duggan (BA 42),
B. Horace (BS 41) and Sue
Masterson, C. Frank J.
Lamb (BSC 31), D. David
Nichols (CL 42) and Alton
Seekatz (BSC 32), E.
Dorothy Trapp Donohue
(MA 38) with St. Mary's
president, the Rev. John
Moder, S.M., and F. Richard
Bloomfield (BS 42).
Cover illustration by
Brother Cletus Behlmann, S.M.
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Were Skinner's small-town roots a major influence on his
controversial work?
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While learning to be lawyers they help people unable to
pay for legal services.
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Biography, Culture and B.F. Skinner

by Daniel W. Bjork, PhD, Chairman, History Department

18
19

Alum News by Candace Kuebker (BA
Classnates by Lou Ann Butler

78)

About Ibis Issue

A scholarly biographer who wishes to be neither a cheerleader
nor a detractor must carefully explore the many facets of an
individual's life in order to be fair and objective. Dr. Daniel
Bjork, chairman of St. Mary's History Department, takes us on a
fascinating journey in search of what influences may have
developed the controversial personality and career of famed
American psychologist B.F. Skinner.
In a glimpse of a personality closer to home, a new graduate,
Edwina Whitehead, looks into the background of a teacher she
greatly admires. Not surprisingly, she traces some of his
dedication to the example of his Society of Mary teachers at San
Antonio's Central Catholic Marianist High School.
The molding of attitudes as well as counseling skills is also an
important part of the approach in the St. Mary's Legal Clinics.
As the article on page 6 points out, the program enhances ''the
concern and ability for community service that St. Mary's
students carry with them as they become new members of the
legal profession.''
-Sylvia McLaren, Editor.
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BIOGRAPHY,
CULTURE AND
B.F. SKINNER
By Daniel W. Bjork, PhD, Chairman,
History Department

What can a historianas-biographer ask about
influences on B.F. Skinner in
addition to the intellectual
sources of his behaviorism?
I want to also risk more
speculative inquiry, such as
did Skinner's American small
town roots predispose him to
become an inventor of
apparatus and a designer of
culture itself?
Or, did growing up in early
20th-century America
predispose him to assume that
human progress was not
simply a possibility but
manifest destiny? For he grew
up in the years American
historians call the ''Progressive
Era''-the comparatively
innocent 1901-1918 period in
which most people believed
fervently that advances in
technology and standards of
morality would inevitably bring
unprecedented progress-a
cooperative future often
described as ''a Christian
brotherhood.''
Or, was Skinner an
interesting example of
''modernist culture''-a man
who during his "dark year" of
1926-1927 rejected, as did
many young American
intellectuals, the prevailing
Chamber of Commerce-Kiwanis
Club conventionality, for
artistic freedom and a casual,
experimental style of living?
Was, as clinical psychologist
Henry Murray once suggested,
Skinner's science a defense
against his romanticism, a
romanticism rooted in ''lost
generation'' alienation against
bourgeois American culture
the culture of Skinner's mother
and father in Susquehanna and
Scranton, Pennsylvania?
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B.F. Skinner, 190ll·1990, controversial behaviorism psychologist,
scientist, Inventor and soclal philosopher, believed that systematic
modification of behavior by means of positive reinforcement could bulld
a better werld. His work has had a strong Impact on the flelds of
education and psychotherapy.
This article Is derived from a paper Blork presented at a meeting of
the Assoclaffon flN' Behavior Analysis In 1991. St. Mary's History
Department chairman since lall 1991, he Is writing the first full-scale
biography sanctioned by Skinner himself.

Perhaps all the above
influenced his work, but let's
take the last speculation first:
In December 1926 Skinner
read Sinclair Lewis's
"Arrowsmith," a Pulitzer
Prize-winning novel about an
idealistic young doctor's
struggle to keep his ideals in
the face of a less demanding
conventional world. Skinner
wrote his Hamilton College
mentor, Arthur Percy
Saunders, that the novel saved
him from working for an

insurance company, an
opportunity his father had
offered him. "Hasn't Sinclair
Lewis caught pretty well the
inevitable struggle to choose
between a reasonably smug
conventional life and the
chaotic road to being honest
with yourself?" he asked.
"And hasn't he damn well
represented the effect a
comparatively trivial matter
may have in deciding it?"
Admitting that ''I think I was
planning my immediate future
so I could soon marry,''
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"education needs to duplicate
Skinner told Saunders he was
This brings me to consider
the chaotic conditions under
thankful that he had awoken
the influence of his small-town
which children learn to
to the danger of taking up a
childhood.Skinner was well
explore,to organize,to select,
business career simply ''to
aware of the critical role the
to construct without a plan.''
attain some petty misty
Susquehanna setting played in
The Skinner home at 433
desire."
shaping his approach toward
Grand Street,as well as
Thus,the rejection of a
technology.He contrasted
Susquehanna generally,''was
commonplace American
conditions between small-town
a mess," he wrote...."The
destiny was the great
and city living in a 1966 note
garden was always partly
underlying theme of Skinner s'
titled ''Mechanical Aptitudes.''
overgrown....The driveway,
dark year,a more general one
"It will be worthwhile," he
ingeniously leading through the
than his failed attempt to
explained,''to elaborate on my
garage and back to the street
become a writer.In the spring
childhood activities in building
on the other edge of the lot,
of 1927,shortly before leaving
things in order to suggest
was never
conventional Scranton
well kept.
for the liberated
We used it
atmosphere of
for footraces.
Greenwich Village,
The corner
Skinner wrote
back of the
Saunders: ''It seems
garage was a
that the rate of change
jumble of
in me is accelerating at
currant
geometric progression.
bushes and
...Is there any limit
rhubarb.We
to the speed of mental
dug deep
metathesis.I am being
holes in the
whirled somewhere
beautifully
and not even enjoying
sandy soil
the trip."
and piled up
Sheer romance
mountains of
perhaps-something
excavated
which might have been
sand.We
said by Ernest
built
Hemingway,F. Scott
shacks-at
Fitzgerald or Gertrude
one time
Stein.But unlike those
from
writers,Skinner
seasoned,
founded a science
red-painted
which developed a
boards
technology of self
acquired
control,and he
when a new
cultivated a style of
fence went
living which contrasted
up alongside
sharply with his drift
the
and alienation during
cemetery.
the 20s.What kind of a
Skinner. ever too do-H-ruurself Inventor, designed a
Heavy oak
world did an intelligent
planks,oil
but dissatisfied young
thennutaHcalJy ccntrotled crib fer :tis ycunuer dauwner, Debbie,
soaked,from
man want in America
shown here wlttl lth11 at age three In 1847.
the floor of
after World War I?
the [Erie]
What kind of future did
what is missing from early
railroad shops,made slides
he envision? It is clear that
environments in urban life."
(rather splintery) and merry
Skinner rejected Kiwanis Club
He emphasized ''the lack of
go-rounds." This small-town
conventionality.Yet that was
order [and] neatness ''as well
American disorder provided
not the same thing as rejecting
as "the careful use of available
him with an American
the cultural practices of his
space
[which] was essential to
opportunity-the opportunity,
boyhood and youth.
that part of my life.''And in
as he put it,of "making do."
another 1966 note titled "The
Continued on next page
Importance of Disorder," he
suggested that American
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In Susquehanna, as in many
villages across the land in the
first two decades of the 20th
century, there were relatively
few packaged toys or electrified
amusements. One did not buy
adventure so much as simply
make do with what was on
hand. Skinner remembered
reading Jules Vernes' "The
Mysterious Island" not as
science fiction so much as a
novel about rather mundane
tinkering and puttering. That
book, he observed, ''like
'Robinson Crusoe' and 'Swiss
Family Robinson' ...was
concerned with making do.
And that has always been a
favorite theme of mine.''
Invention simply occurred as
one improvised in a disorderly,
even messy culture. From the
beginning Skinner viewed
invention as he would science:
a matter of improvision and
accidental discovery rather
than a premeditated process of
ordering the environment.
Nonetheless, inventive
behavior as a cultural practice
was at odds with what
historian Robert Wiebe has
called "the search for order"
in America between the Civil
War and World War I. This era
in fact is most often described
in terms of great ordering
processes such as
industrialization,
mechanization, urbanization,
electrification,
standardization-all
culminating in
modernization-the ultimate
American order.
Indeed, Susquehenna was in
some ways as ''ordered'' as it
was "disordered." Skinner
recalled that life there ''was
paced by the [Erie railroad]
shop whistle as the life of a
religious community is paced
by a bell. Stores opened and
closed and meals were
prepared and put on the table
when appropriate whistles·
blew. An early-morning blast
warned the populace that the
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Skinner's conviction that
behavioral technology could
design better cultural practices Is
unique
day was about to begin, and a
second blast half an hour later
got it fully under way.'' The
Erie shop itself seemed
especially ordered, if by late
20th-century standards a
rather crude technology. I once
asked Skinner if the Erie
railroad shops were messy like
the town. "No," he said,
''they were kept very clean.''
So the biographer can
juxtapose Skinner's approach
to invention-the "making-do"
modus operandi-with other
practices which were rapidly
converging into what would be
called modern America- a
land of standardized
technologies which were the
quintessential ordering
realities. Skinner's important
distinction between
contingency-governed and rule
governed behavior mirrored
the distinction between living
with disorder in Susquehanna
and living with the more
ordered world of urbanindustrial America.
Retrospectively, he obviously
found the former condition in
Susquehanna to be more
educatively beneficial than the
latter.
Moreover, the notion that
one was better off "making
do" with a contingency
governed environment
connected more readily with
the older, 19th-century
American tradition of
pioneering. Skinner is
occasionally accused of being
anachronistic in his love for
the small town and his
reverence for the happy
accident. And that, I think, is
because much of American
history in late 20th century
has witnessed the utter
triumph of mass production
technology and its standardized
style of urban living over a
more contingency-governed,
small-town environment.
Skinner may remind some
Americans of what they

believe they spent much blood,
sweat and tears in overcoming,
i.e. the pioneering era in
American history. As a
colleague once exclaimed to
me, ''The world will never
voluntarily return to the days
without flush toilets!"
Nonetheless, Skinner lived in
a culture that often made
invention a necessity. As a boy
he could do many things that
the characters did in the
adventure books he read. Tom
Sawyer and Huck Finn could
build a hideout or take a trip
hundreds of miles down a
river, but so could Frederic
Skinner. Yet Skinner lived his
boyhood in an era which was
creating the most startling
inventions and sophisticated
technology the world had yet
seen. The first volume of his
autobiography, ''Particulars of
My Life,'' describes a
childhood and youth which
were uniquely in touch with
both the nation's past and
future.
In Susquehanna, Frederic
experienced the openness and
relative disarray of the
American 19th century and he
also came in contact with the
wondrous technology of the
20th century-the automobile,
the airplane and electrical
gadgetry. If he had been born
50 years earlier, say in 1854
rather than 1904, the
opportunities of the past would
not have so dramatically met
the technology of the future.
And if he had been born 50
years later in 1954, more
conventional systematized
technology would have denied
the opportunities of the past.
Skinner's moment was special
because his small-town
America and its cultural
practices allowed this pivotal
experience-encouraging him
to behave in ways that would
discover, venture, improvise
and invent-in ways that he
called "making do." Young
Frederic Skinner would seldbm
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if ever confront his
parents with the
common lament of late
20th-century children:
''There is nothing to
do.''
But by the time he
graduated from high
school Skinner wanted
badly to break away
from the narrow social
code that was also his
Susquehanna and in
general characteristic
of small-town America.
He wanted to leave the
world of his parents,
which seemed
increasingly banal and
constrictive. Yet in
important ways
Skinner never left
Susquehanna. In the
1970s during the
filming of a television
special on Skinner's
boyhood in
Susquehanna he
recalled the ''happy
consequences which
led into a particular
line...where because of
my life in
Susquehanna...I found
I was able to do things.
I found a world in
which I could receive results,
therefore I stayed in it for the
rest of my life. There was
nothing in me except what
was put in me genetically...and
the 18 years I spent in the
town we've been looking at."
But did Skinner's reverence
for the disorder and
opportunity in early 20th
century, small-town America
make him old-fashioned or
even anachronistic? He was for
much of his career a social as
well as a mechanical inventor,
a man vitally concerned about
the future. Educational
practices had to be
transformed to ensure that
American children had the
competencies to shape a better
future. And his novel,

The reJectlon of a commonplace
American destiny was the great
underlying theme of Skinner's
'dark year'

archetypical
''American Adam''
who operated in a
special New World
space and who rejected
the historically
burdened Old World as
corrupt and unnatural.
''
Skinner shared the
i
same American faith
that Emerson,
Thoreau, William
James and other mid
and late-19th-century
American intellectuals
1 had in America's
ability to fashion a
non-derivative world, a
world made of the
materials of its own
culture rather than one
dependent on artificial
European forms.
One of the
fascinating
contradictions in
Skinner was his
reverence for the
accident, juxtaposed
against a behavioral
technology that
established reinforcers
to control cultural
practices. But that
juxtaposition of
"accident" and
"control" also has been a
great cultural theme in the
American experience itself,
played out in countless scenes,
large and small, and with a
multitude of emphasis in our
past. This is but one
fascinating problem that the
historian-as-biographer faces in
interpreting the life and work
of B.F. Skinner. □
(

I

"Walden Two," was a
blueprint for an alternative
culture.
Skinner's conviction that
behavioral technology could
design better cultural practices
is unique. Yet, it is not
unrelated to general American
assumptions about the
relationship of the past to the
future. Americans have made a
tradition of attempting to
achieve control of their future
by casting off the heritages of
the Old World, whether
governmental, economic or
religious. Skinner's tirade in
"Walden Two" against the
usefulness of the study of
history-at least as a way of
discovering how to make a
better future-related in a
general way to the 19thcentury belief in an

Daniel W. Bjork, PhD
A specialist in U.S.
cultural and intellectual
history, Bjork has
written two books on
American psychologist
philosopher William
James. He is a former
chairman of the History Department at the
Mercy College of Detroit, with a doctoral
degree from the University of Oklahoma.
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ST. MARY'S LAW STUDENTS
�· . GIVE VALUABLE
COMMUNITY SERVICE
While learning to be lawyers they help people unable to pay for legal services

St. Mary's University School of Law
currently operates four separate in-house clinics which provide
supervised student representation of the poor: the Capital Punishment
Clinic, the Immigration Law Clinic, the Juvenile Justice Clinic and the
Poverty Law Clinic.
The law school designed these clinical programs
so as to serve both educational and public-interest goals. While law
students gain practical experience representing actual clients, those
clients obtain the benefit of competent legal services that they
otherwise would be denied because of their lack of funds.

by David Dittfurth, JD, LLM,
Associate Dean
Coordinator of Clinical Programs
School of Law
and
Elise Garcia, BA, Director
Law School Communications
and Development
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PuYlltJ Cllalc
faculty sulJll'Vlsor
Sile BelltCII {JD 84),
secoad from 18ft,
works wltll St.
Mary's law studllts
Edgar Blrrqo,
Virginia Aranda 11d
Rebecca Trevino.

Publlc Service
Further, once St. Mary's
students become aware of the
degree to which the poor are
left without legal remedies and
our students acquire the skills
needed to provide those
remedies, they are more likely
to volunteer their time in
public service after graduation.
Thus, the clinics also enhance
the concern and ability for
community service that St.
Mary's students carry with
them as they become new
members of the legal
profession.

Capllal Punishment Cllnlc
Individuals charged with
capital crimes in today's
society are often illiterate,
mentally retarded or disabled,
and they often enter the
criminal justice system too
poor to afford an attorney.
In Texas, an indigent
defendant in a capital case is
provided counsel by the state
only through the trial and the
initial appeal. Beyond these

stages, the defendant is on his
or her own. Once on death
row, therefore, the chief
concern of an inmate becomes
finding an attorney willing and
able to raise meritorious
constitutional claims in post
conviction proceedings. The
Capital Punishment Clinic
seeks to address· these
concerns.
The clinic is co-sponsored by
St. Mary's School of Law and
the Texas Resource Center
established in 1987 to provide
representation for death-row
inmates in post-conviction
proceedings. Through their
work in the clinic, students
become involved in these
death-row cases that are
pending in state and federal
courts.
The clinic consists of
seminar training in the
constitutional and procedural
law that governs post
conviction and death-penalty
litigation. In addition, students
are involved in field
investigations leading to the
preparation of pleadings for
the Supreme Court of the
United States and the drafting
of legal memoranda. In
carrying out their legal duties,
students also have the
opportunity to meet with
clients in Huntsville, Texas,
where the state's death-row
population is housed.

The Capital Punishment
Clinic is under the direction of
Professor Jeff Pokorak.
Professor Pokorak is currently
an associate director of the
Texas Resource Center, St.
Mary's co-sponsor for the
clinic, but he is located on
campus and has acc(;pted our
offer of a position on the law
faculty. He is assisted by
Professor John Schmolesky, a
tenured member of the law
faculty, and by Mark Stevens
(JD 79), a highly respected
criminal defense lawyer with
extensive experience in capital
cases.

Immigration Law Cllnlc
In the Immigration Law
Clinic, law students provide
legal services for indigent
foreign nationals regarding
their applications for asylum in
the United States and help
them with other legal
problems, including
employment authorization.
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In addition to asylum cases,
for example, students and
supervising attorneys seek
suspension of deportation for
undocumented individuals with
relatives ,;.;ho are United States
citizens or legal residents and
who have lived in the United
States for at least seven years.
Further, students and
attorneys serving the clinic
also seek section 212( c)
waivers for immigrants who
have lived in the United States
for seven years but who have
been convicted of a crime.
Law students are prepared
for their representation of
clients through lectures,
readings and group discussions
of the pertinent substantive
and procedural law.
Thereafter, under the
supervision of experienced
immigration lawyers, students
investigate cases, present
evidence and examine and
cross-examine witnesses before
administrative tribunals on
behalf of their clients.
Students handle cases under
the supervision of three highly
respected immigration
lawyers-Nancy Tayor Shivers,
Lee Teran and John Blatz.

Juvenile Justice Cllnlc
The law school operates the
Juvenile Justice Clinic in
cooperation with the
Community Law Center of San
Antonio. Students enrolled in
the program provide legal
representation to young people
who have been brought before
the juvenile courts.
Under attorney supervision,
students interview clients,
investigate facts, analyze and
develop case strategies,
negotiate with assistant district
attorneys and appear in court
on behalf of their clients. A
student may expect to handle
five cases during a semester,
some of which may require
trial.

8

Professor Marsha Merrill
directs the clinic, assisted by
Jacquelyn Reibach, a lawyer
working with the Community
Law Center.

Poverty Law Cllnlc
The Poverty Law Clinic
commenced operations in the
1990-91 academic year.
In 1991 the clinic established
a Homelessness Project to
provide legal services to the
growing population of homeless
people in Bexar County and
the South Texas region. This
project is being supported in
part by a grant from the
Department of Education. The
clinic also provides legal
services to indigent clients
through a cooperative
arrangement with Bexar
County Legal Aid, the major
legal services provider in San
Antonio.
Students enrolled in the
Poverty Clinic receive legal
training in weekly class
meetings and through personal
supervision by the clinic's legal
staff. Each student must also
establish office hours at one of
the three offices of Bexar
County Legal Aid. Bexar
County Legal Aid refers cases
to the clinic for representation
in four primary areas: family
law (divorce, child custody,
support, child welfare,
protective orders); wills and
probate; consumer law; and
relevant public benefit
programs (those not related to
homelessness prevention).
In addition to the cases
referred to the clinic by Bexar
County Legal Aid, clients come
to the clinic through the
clinic's own outreach efforts in
the two major homeless
shelters in San Antonio.

Students interview clients
either in their office at Bexar
County Legal Aid or in the
homeless shelters and prepare
and present claims on behalf of
their clients if litigation is
necessary. In all instances one
of the three lawyers on the
staff of the Poverty Law Clinic
provides advice and support
for the students as they seek
to unravel and resolve the
problems of these needy
individuals.
The director of the Poverty
Law Clinic is Professor Jon
Dubin. Immediately before
joining the faculty in 1990 he
was the director of litigation
for the New York Legal Aid
Society, Civil Division, Harlem
Neighborhood Office. Sue
Bentch (JD 87) and Ana Novoa
serve as full-time supervising
attorneys for the clinic and
Mary Mendez is the full-time
paralegal who manages the
outreach program in local
homeless shelters. Pat Reyna is
the clinic secretary.

Professor David
Dlttfurth teaches
constitutional
law, the federal
courts and
federal civil
procedure and is
a consultant
on federai practice. A member
of the law faculty since 1975, he
holds undergraduate and law
degrees from the University of
Texas at Austin.
Elise Garcia
joined the law
school In 1992.
For the past five
years she has
been a
management
consultant to
non-profit public-interest
organizations on financial
development, membership
recruitment and
communications. Her degree in
English literature Is from
Windham College, Vt.
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Love Prepares the Way
for Brother Terrence O'Connor, S.M.
by Edwina Whitehead (BA 92)

Many of us remember our
educational experience with a
mixture of pleasure and pain.
Very often, the pleasure came
from dedicated teachers who
cared enough to encourage,
assist and motivate us through
our difficult times. I believe St.
Mary's is fortunate to have just
such a teacher, Brother Terry
O'Connor, S.M., instructor in
French.

Ill an 111111111 of 1111,
Ila DfOlldas an --
wllara knlwlall•
alllllndll
canflllltsll

O'Connor is viewed as a
remarkable man by many of
his students and an ever
widening circle of friends.
They admire him for his
infectious enthusiasm for his
subject and especially for his
genuine concern for people.
Always accessible, he is a
willing listener and a trusted
confident to the young and
not-so-young.
Continued on next page
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It was a good feeling to enter
O'Connor entered Central
O'Connor's office after more
Catholic on the first day of the
spring semester of his seventh
than a year's absence from his
grade. He thought it would be
class. His warm greeting in a
appropriate to introduce
deep, resonant voice assured
himself to the person sitting
me that I was still a welcome
behind him, he remembers.
friend. In the 50 minutes I
"I did," he said, "And
spent with him, we discussed
boom!-got an eraser off the
many topics, but the one that
stood out for me was his
back of my head. Turning to
see who had thrown the
reflection on his years as a
eraser, I saw a man whom I
student at Central Catholic
thought must have been the
High School in San Antonio.
tallest person I'd ever seen.
That reflection gave me a
much clearer view of
And he said, 'You don't talk
O'Connor, for it revealed in
during homeroom."'
O'Connor's description of the
part the influences that have
shaped his career and his
imposing figure wearing a
black suit with a long tail-coat
philosophy.
gave me a mental picture of a
''I really think my education
scene in a Dickens novel.
began when I moved to San
Antonio and started at Central
Catholic," he told me. "It was
entral Calhollc
a turn-yourself-inside-out
�
-/1 The young seventh-grader
experience. I had been in
f / had received the proverbial
public schools up until then,
and attending a Catholic school
''rude awakening'' introduction
was dramatically different.''
to a lifestyle of discipline and
hardrwork. Yet he remembers
"Was it a pleasant
the years that followed and his
difference?" I asked.
"Yes, after a lot of
teachers with sincere
adjusting,'' he answered.
appreciation and deep
affection.
"Central Catholic had an
extraordinary faculty,'' he
remembers. ''The brothers
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would beat you up, if
necessary, to make you learn, _..
but they loved you.''
He recalls how the brothers
went out of their way to help
students learn, painstakingly
producing study guides and
other learning materials.
In like manner, O'Connor
furnishes his students with the
clearest of class notes and
study guides and, more
important, he makes himself
available for personal
conferences to all who need
his assistance. This personal
concern for his students and
his description of the brothers
at Central Catholic prompted
me to suggest to him that
perhaps his early days at
Central Catholic were where
he developed his teaching
style.
"For sure," he affirmed. "I
don't think the brothers taught
me a particular style, but
certainly I learned from them
that dedicated teachers can
make really good things
happen -and they can do that
in a lot of different ways. I
guess I hadn't been at Central
Catholic more than a couple of
years before I started thinking
that maybe I could do
something like that too.''
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During his senior year at
Central Catholic, O'Connor
decided to join the Marianist
religious order. He did so right
after his high school
graduation, spending a year as
a novitiate in Wisconsin, a
year at the Marianist college in
St. Louis, and two years and
two summers at St. Mary's
University. He earned his
bachelor's degree in 1955 and
then left for the Marianists'
international seminary in
Fribourg, Switzerland. He had
intended to become a priest,
but instead, decided to take a
position as assistant
headmaster in the Society of
Mary's international high
school, also in Fribourg. He
spent four years in that
position, teaching and
organizing educational tours for
students. "It was great," he
says. " I was able to go to the
Holy Land and Greece and
places like that.'' From the
smile on his face I could tell
that this was clearly a time in
his life that gave him great
satisfaction.

Knowing of his love for
young people, I asked if that
love had developed while
serving as assistant
headmaster.
''In retrospect, I think
probably so,'' he said. ''But
that's something that gets
deeper all the time. I think the
seeds of it go back to when I
was really young. I was onlyll
years old when I started the
seventh grade at Central
Catholic, was out of there at
16, and graduated from St.
Mary's when I was 20. I think
it was the example set by the
brothers at Central that I
reflected on much later in my
life. Even now, when it's clear
that I'm not accomplishing as
much as I would like to with
X, Y or Z student, I sometimes
still think about how those
people stuck with me and did
their thing, and something
good happened.
O'Connor continued to
discuss the brothers with
respect and praise for the
blessing they had been to him.
Then he revealed to me the
essence of his personal
philosophy.

''I think the brothers gave
me, without my realizing it,
and I suspect without their
realizing it, the understanding
that truth and instruction
tumbling out of a well-ordered
mind is really a great thing.
And when you see love
glowing in a teacher's eye,
that does a heck of a lot to
prepare you for learning. Some
of the undergraduates I teach
have never had the experience
of being appreciated,
esteemed, loved; and when
somebody does esteem,
appreciate or love them, that
attention takes on the nature
of a revelation to them."
As a student at Central
Catholic, the future Brother
O'Connor may not have
realized what the Marianist
brothers were teaching him,
but he has managed to
appropriate the best of what
they had to give. With an
attitude of love, he provides an
atmosphere where knowledge
and truth can flourish. And
with unselfish devotion, I
believe he has proved to be a
unique educator who continues
to make positive things happen
in the lives of his students. □
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GRADUATING FAMILIES
SHARE PRIDE
by Kathy Khattar (BA 89), News and Information Officer, Public Relations

The Griffiths, the Garcias
and the Vasquezes have
something in common. They
all know the importance of
education. But unlike the
hundreds of relatives who
attended the 140th St. Mary's
University Commencement
Exercises in May 1992, these
families did more than proudly
watch their graduate walk
across the stage to receive the
long-awaited diploma. The
parents of these three families
actually shared the
experience-just as the
struggles of late-night studying
and paper-writing had been
shared throughout their years
at St. Mary's. Among the 897
undergraduates, graduates and
law students-the largest
graduating class since
1974-who received degrees
this year, were a father,
mother and son (the Griffiths)
and two mother-daughter
families (the Garcias and
Vasquezes).
The Griffith family was
especially busy preparing for
graduation this past May. Make
that three times as busy. As
families celebrated with their
own graduate, this family had
three of its own-a father,
mother and son. Don received
a master's degree in theology.
His wife, Becki, obtained a
bachelor of education degree,
and their son Gregory
graduated from the St. Mary's
School of Law.
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Why the interest in going
back to school for Don and
Becki? As a deacon in the
Catholic Church, Don had been
involved in the church and in
learning, so his desire to work
on a master's degree seemed
only natural, and Becki had
always wanted to teach. They
chose St. Mary's because Don
had received his undergraduate
degree in philosophy here and
San Antonio seemed like a nice
place to live. The Griffiths
moved from Ennis, Texas
(south of Dallas), in 1990 to
attend St. Mary's.
The importance of education
is evident in the Griffith
family. Four of their seven
children have degrees; two are
in law school; one son is
working on a double master's
degree in management and
international business; and a
daughter teaches in
Smithsville, Texas. The
remaining children include a
daughter in her senior year at
North Texas State University
and two high school students
who live at home.
The Griffiths left San
Antonio soon after graduation
to return to Ennis. Don,
previously a stockbroker, will
teach theology at the high
school or college level. Becki
will teach fifth grade and
Gregory will practice law in
Houston.
Olga Garcia shared the
graduation spotlight with her
daughter, Sandra, as together
they were awarded their
diplomas. Olga received her
master's degree in counseling
and Sandra obtained an
undergraduate biology degree.
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For years Olga told her only
daughter that the will to
succeed comes from within an
individual and not from
society. Olga speaks from
experience. At 15 years of age
Olga was married, pregnant
and a high school dropout.
When she was 21 her husband
died and she has been on her
own ever since. After receiving
her General Educational
Development certificate she
entered legal secretary's
school. She continued her
education at a two-year
community college while
supporting herself and her
daughter. Olga later worked as
secretary to the dean of the St.
Mary's School of Humanities
and Social Sciences ''to get her
foot into the university
environment.'' While working
she took classes, received an
undergraduate degree in
education and continued with
a master's program.
Today, Olga motivates others
by telling them that it's never
too late to go back to school.
She is a counselor for the
Lackland Air Force Base
Educational Services Office.
She helps both military and
civilian personnel seek
financial aid, take college
entrance exams and plan their
degree programs. Sandra
received her degree after four
years of 17 credit-hour
semesters and part-time jobs.
Planning to attend medical
school, Sandra says that her
mother's example of
perseverance was invaluable.

Adilia Vasquez says that she
practically "grew up" on the
St. Mary's campus. When she
was young, her mother, Maria,
would take her to school while
studying for an undergraduate
degree in education. Being
familiar with the campus was
probably one of the main
reasons Adilia, herself, decided
to attend St. Mary's and why
her mother chose to return for
a counseling degree. In May,
Maria graduated with her
daughter, who received a
bachelor's degree in political
science and public justice.
Both daughter and mother
juggled busy schedules during
their years in school. Maria
teaches elementary education,
is involved in the Harlandale
Teachers' Association and
many other teaching
organizations and is a member
of a task force for year-round
education. Adilia, who
completed her course work in
three-and-one-half years, held
part-time jobs as a sales clerk
and a work-study student at
the university. Life after
graduation for Maria will still
be working in the school
system, but this time around
she'll serve as a counselor.
When this was written Adilia
was anxiously awaiting to hear
from law schools for fall
attendance. □
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Americans are unique in
that they are ''joiners and
belongers" as no other people
of any other country. This
voluntary spirit of
philanthropic instinct is
unparalleled. Because of this,
most of the affairs of American
life and society are controlled
or influenced by our fellow
citizens serving on committees
or boards of institutions and
organizations. It is through this
voluntary leadership and
service to gov€rning boards
that people seek to achieve
service to the community by
acting together, exercising
guidance and assisting in the
development of resources.
Perhaps t.he unstated
motivat.ion behind these
wonderful volunteers ·s the
understanding that most of us
-will never do great things, but
some will do small Utings in a
great way. At St. Mary'� we
are especially blessed with
gifted men and women :'�o
are committed to the m1ss10n
of the university and dedicated
to having it fulfilled in a great
way. These are important
individuals to our institution.
Their actions, commitment and
generosity will have an impact
long after their terms on the
Board of Trustees are over.
Twenty-eight prominent men
and women currently serve on
the the board.
Many are loyal alumni of
long standing. They sh�re a_
deep interest in the univer�ity
and intimate knowledge of its
history and traditions. Others
bring special expertise and
understanding of the
importance of education to
their dedicated work.

Dedicated Men and Women
Committed IO Ille Mission
ol lhe University
Serving as chairman of the
board for 1992 to April 1994 is
Gregory; w. Crane (BBA 55),
president and CEO of the_
Broadway National Bank m
San Antonio. Other officers are
vice chairman (April 1992-93):
Pat A. Legan (BA,JD 46), San
Antonio, owner of Legan
Properties; and secretary
(in efinite term): AudreyJane
Castro, owner �f Ajay f!,i,
Associates Pubhc Relat10ns,
San Antonio.
Serving in an ex -officio
capacity are three members of
the Society of Mary: the Rev.
,Joseph Uvietta (BA 52),
university chai'lcellor,
provincial of the Society of
'M.ary for the Province of St.
Louis and chtunnan of the
Corporation of St. Mary's
University; the Rev. John
Moder (BA 70), university
president; and Brother Jerome
Bommer (BA 55), assistant
rovincia,l for the St. Louis
Province.
Other members, in
alphabetical order, are: Dr.
Albert B. Alkek (CL 32), South
Texas rancher/businessman;
Jack M. Antonini, president
and CEO, United Services
Automobile Association Federal
Savings_ Bank, San Antonio; J.
Michael Belz (BA 75), president
and CEO, Catholic Life
Insurance Co., San Antonio;
Barbara B. Benavides (BA 71),
president, Temp Associates,
San Antonio; David W. Biegler
(BS 68), president, ENSERCH
Corp. , Dallas; Sara E. Dysart
(BA 74, JD 81) attorney, San
Antonio (St. Mary's Law
Alumni Association

by Thoma.s L. Heaton, MA,
Vice President, University Relations

representative); Robert
Engberg (BBA 60), vice
president, Capitol Agg:egates,
San Antonio; Dr. Martm
Goland, president, Southwest
Research Institute, San
Antonio; Rupert A. Hays,
chairman, North American
Financial Corp ,San Antonio;
Dr. John P. Howe III,
president, the University of
Texas Health Science Center at
San Antonio; and James M.
Koett (BBA 63), zone manager,
Wholesale Marketing, Diamond
Shamrock Refming &
Marketing Co., San Antonio.
Also Louis S. Lecocke Jr.
(BBA 72), represent�g �t.
Mary's Alumni Association,
manager, Luby's Cafeteria,
Fredericksburg Road, San
Antonio; Dr. Vincent Lin (BS
66, .MA 68), president, Linbro
Inc., San .Rafael, Calif.· Conan
Gay Meyer (BBA 5 I), vice
president/general manager,
Halo Distributing Co., San
Antonio; the Rev. John
Mulligan, S.M., director,
Marianist Mission, Dayton,
Ohio; the Rev. Bernard
Ploeger, S.M., senior vice
pr.esident for administration,
University of Dayton; Brother
Peter Pontolillo, S.M.,
superintendent of Catholic
School$, San Antonio; Robert
S. Rosow (BSC 45), certified
public accountant, San
Antonio; Iris S. Stewart,
member of San Antonio and
Texas Bar Associations; Alfred
J. Stein (BS 55), chairman and
CEO, VLSI Technology Inc.,
San Jose, Calif.; the Very Rev.
Lawrence J. Stuebben, vicar
general, Archdiocese of San
Antonio; and Nelson W. Wolff
(BBA, JD 66), mayor of San
Antonio. D
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CAMPUS NEWS

AHlance for
Regional Quality

The Shock
of His LIia
That's the title that
the Rev. George T.
Montague, S.M.,
professor of theology,
gave an anecdote he
wrote for Gold & Blue
about how Chaminade
Tower became
damaged many years
ago. Here it is:
"Is God Dead?" The
two-inch-high, blood
red letters glared off
the black cover of Time
magazine. Frank Greer,
a St. Mary's premed
student, picked the
magazine off his desk
in Chaminade Hall and
read the feature article.
Thomas Altizer, Emory
University professor,
hadjust blitzed the
theological world by
proclaiming ''God is
dead.'' God, he said,
no longer was believed
to intervene in human
affairs. Et cetera.
It was May 1966.
Outside a storm was
brewing; one of those
violent electrical
displays Texas is
famous for. As thunder
and lightning
increasingly pounded
the campus, Frank
decided to go out to
take a look. Under the
canopy of the
Chaminade roof he
stood and watched the
fireworks.
But he was also still
under the shock of the
article he had just
read.. Would this be a
chance to test out
Altizer's thesis? Almost
without thinking (and
certainly not realizing
he might be tempting
God), he muttered,
"Well, if there is a
God, show me."
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Chamlnade Tower

Within five seconds a
blast of lightning struck
the southwest corner
of Chaminade tower in
front of him, hurling
150 pounds of brick
and concrete to the
turf below. Frank
blanched, darted to the
stairs, spun down them
at top speed and ran to
Assumption Chapel. On
his knees, he
sputtered, "I didn't
mean it! I didn't mean
it!,,
The southwest corner
of Chaminade Tower
still proudly bears the
scar of that day. I was
on the first floor when
the bolt struck. Across
the hall from me John
Milam (BA 69) was
madly trying to crank
his window shut
against the driving
rain. The shock of the
bolt threw him across

his room, slamming his
back against the door.
When I reached him I
found him lying on the
floor, unhurt but
shaking from fright.
Frank Greer and
John Milam decided
that God was alive and
well-at St. Mary's if
not at Emory. □

The South Texas
Alliance for Regional
Quality (STAR Quality),
has been established at
the School of Business
and Administration.
The announcement
was made by the
university president,
the Rev. John Moder,
S.M.; the mayor of San
Antonio, Nelson W.
Wolff (BBA and JD 66);
and the School of
Business and
Administration dean,
David P. Manuel, PhD.
The first organization
of its nature and scope
in San Antonio, the
alliance is a network of
South Texas businesses
and non-profit
institutions devoted to
the study of total
quality management
(TQM), a business/
management
philosophy introduced
to the Japanese in the
1950s by W. Edwards
Deming, PhD. Similar
community alliances
have been formed in
Arlington, Austin,
Corpus Christi,
Houston and
Texarkana. □
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Basketball Honor
Junior student Amy
Mikulin was named to
the 1991-92 NAIA
Division 1 Women's
Basketball All-America
Scholar-Athletes team.
She was the only
member of the team
with a perfect 4-point
grade average. Her
major is exercise sports
science. □'

Basketball
Achievers
On the basketball
court Buddy Meyer had
two honorees. Senior
guard Gabe Ramirez
and junior forward
Elliott Henderson were
Honorable Mention All
Americans. Henderson
was the first player in
Buddy Meyer's
coaching tenure to
average double figures
in points and
rebounds. □

CAMPUS NEWS

Softball Honors

It was a year of
celebration for the St.
Mary's Rattler softball
team on and off the
field. Head coach Jim
Zeleznak and his wife
Jennifer, had their first
child, John Patrick,
while his Lady Rattler
Club finished fifth in
the NAIA national
tournament.
Designated player
Monique Fluellen was a
first team All-American
selection, while Debbie
Alvarez and Lana
Rutledge were All
District selections. Left
fielder Shannon Tigner
was an Academic All
American, batting .331
for the year and
having a classroom
GPA of 3.67. □

Mexico
Agreement

Jim Zeleznak

Monique Fluellen

........................................

Entrepreneurship
Forum

Charles M. Siegel,
chairman of the board
president and chief
executive officer of
50-Off Stores Inc., was
the guest speaker at a
School of Business and
Administration
Entrepreneurship
Forum. He discussed
his 32 years in
retailing and the
operations of the
50-Off chain of 66
stores in Texas,
Oklahoma, New Mexico
and Louisiana. The
forum provides a series
of breakfast programs
aimed at advancing the
development and
commercialization of
new technologies. □

Earth Sciences
Award

Ronald K. Culp, a
senior earth sciences
major with a 4-point
grade average, was
named 1991-92
recipient of a $500
scholarship from the
South Texas Geological
Society. A lieutenant
colonel in the U.S.
Marines and a member
of the Student
Geological Society, he
plans a career in
environmental geology.
He holds a bachelor's
degree in geography
from the University of
New Mexico. □

St. Mary's University
and the Instituto
Tecnologico de Orizaba,
Veracruz, Mexico, have
signed a cooperative
agreement that will
administer and
promote educational
activities between the
two institutions.
Opportunities
foreseen through the
agreement include
collaboration in
technical research
projects and exchanges
of students, faculty and
other scientific and
technical personnel.
The agreement states
that St. Mary's will
pursue opportunities to
cooperate with the
institute in teaching,
investigation and
service. In addition
the university
recognizes the strong
cultural ties of the two
areas and hopes to
strengthen the
relationships and
interrelationships
between the
institutions and both
cities.
The institute
considers its highest
priority to be the
development of human
resources for research
and teaching in the
areas of industrial
engineering, chemical
engineering, mechanical
engineering, computer
sciences, basis sciences
and ecology.

Communication
Awards

Gold & Blue received
an award of merit in
the annual Bronze Quill
contest of the San
Antonio Chapter of the
International
Association of Business
Communicators.
Judges' comments
included: " ...A high
quality publication in
terms of editorial and
visual content and
execution...Does a
good job in
exemplifying the
university's expertise.
Its overall quality
represents the high
standards of the
institution it
represents."
Also receiving an
award was Dr. Alan
Cirlin, associate
professor of speech, for
his article, "Advice for
Advice Givers," in the
summer 1991 Gold &
Blue. Judges'
evaluation included:
"Love it! Thoughts to
live by .. .It's for anyone
trying to
communicate... An 'A'
in both style and
substance."
Also receiving
awards for their work
were St. Mary's alums
Stephen School (BA
87), San Antonio City
Public Service; John
Boggess (BA 79), San
Antonio City Water
Board; Shari Biediger
(BA 86) USAA-all
English-communication
arts graduates; and
Claudia McNutt (MA
89), USAA, whose
degree was in English.

□
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From Ille Director
of Alumni Relations
Candace J. Kuebker (BA 78)

The beginning of a new
year is always exciting for
the Alumni Association.
Coming off a June
planning conference your
association is eager to
provide its members with
new opportunities for
gathering and supporting
our university.
The San Antonio
committee will be active
this year as it organizes
activities to meet the
needs of our San Antonio
graduates. Look for a
major activity in the fall.
We may also be calling on
local alumni to,assist us
as St. Mary's serves as a
host campus during the
1993 Olympic Festival!
We were delighted that
more than 6,000 alumni,
students, family and
friends joined us during
Homecoming Oyster Bake.
The weather couldn't
have been better and,
recognizing that
Homecoming is becoming
more popular every year,
plans are already under
way for next year's event
on April 3, 1993.
We are also happy to
report that although the
weather was less than
cooperative the day of
Fiesta Oyster Bake (3
inches of rain and
temperatures in the low
60s), the association will
still contribute a sizable
dollar amount to the
Alumni Association
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Scholarship Endowment
Fund, which should
approach $1. 5 million this
year.
Congratulations and
special thanks to all
Alumni Association
officers and directors and,
perhaps most of all to our
thousands of volunteers
who helped make this
past year successful, fun
and exciting!

Scholarshlps
Awarded
Congratulations to five
freshmen and 18
upperclassmen who
received tuition
scholarships from the St.
Mary's University Alumni
Association for the
1992-93 academic year.
These students join 15
undergraduate students
also benefiting from the
Alumni Scholarship
Endowment Fund.
Freshmen who will be
attending St. Mary's on
alumni scholarships this
fall, shown with the high
school from which they
graduated, are San
Antonians Alvina
Bocanegra, Edison; Rafael
Gonzales, Jefferson; Aida
Ramos, Ursuline
Academy; Kathleen
Sturgeon, Southwest;
along with Matt Gawlik
from Smithson Valley.
Tuition scholarships
awarded to these students
pay full or partial tuition
for four years.
Eighteen upperclassmen
have been awarded one
year partial tuition
scholarships for 1992-93.
They are San Antonians
William Allen, Clarissa
Benavides, Michelle Charo
and Jenifer Donnell;
Sonal Barot, Nairobi;
Jeannette Caballero,
Weslaco; Cheryl Capoldi,
El Paso; and Katherine
Cochran, Lubbock.

Other recipients include
Gretchen Finger, Alice
Flynn, Steven Formaggio,
Kevin Maguire, Kimberley
Martin and Sister Anne
Tran, all of San Antonio;
along with Edna Martinez,
Stafford; James Ross, El
Paso; Ryan Thebeau,
Duncanville; and Susan
Urbanovsky, La Grange.
In the 1992 spring
semester, five graduate
and five law students also
received partial tuition
awards. The association
expects to make similar
awards for the 1993
spring semester.

1192-93 Executive
Committee

Art Herrera (BBA 72)
presented his executive
committee to an audience
of more than 100 at the
1992 Installation Dinner
June 6. The executive
committee meets monthly
as well as bimonthly with
the full board of directors
to direct and manage the
business of the Alumni
Association.
Serving on the 1992-93
executive committee
along with president Art
Herrera are: Paul Biever
(BA 63), president-elect;
1991-92 Alumni Association
President Louis Lecocke (BBA
72) and university President
the Rev. John Moder (BA 70)
congratulate incoming
association President Art
Herrera (BBA 72) during his
June 6 installation.

Marlon Anderson (BA
87), vice president; Paul
Root (BA 70, MA 74),
vice president; Jerry
Boerner (BBA 85),
treasurer; Herman Ahr
(BBA 62), 1993 Fiesta
Oyster Bake chairman;
Louis Lecocke (BBA 72),
first past president; and
Pony Karam (BBA 72),
second past president.

Chapters and
Afflllates FIii
Board Positions
The Alumni
Association's five
chapters and two affiliates
have selected their
presidents for 1992-93.
All will serve as ex-officio
members on the Alumni
Association Board of
Directors. Peter Carroll
(JD 78) will lead the
Athletics Booster Club
and William Crow (JD 78)
will guide the activities of
the Law Alumni
Association.
Larry Ruzicka (BBA 78)
of the St. Louis alumni
chapter and Art Moreno
(BA 73) of the Austin
alumni chapter have both
agreed to serve their
chapters as president for
a second term. New
chapter presidents include
Paul Leech (JD 57),
Dallas/Fort Worth; Donna
O'Kelley (BS 81),
Houston; and Rick Valls
(BBA 86), Laredo.

CLASSNOJES

1943

Henr y B . Gonzale z (JD 43 ,
)
Sa n Antoni o , wa s honore d a t the

second annua l award s dinne r o
f
e
th Texa s branc h o f th e Nationa

Associatio n o f Latin o Electe
d
an d Appointe d Official s fo r hi s
contribution s t o th e Hispani c .
community .

1945

Rober t S . Rosow (BSC 45 ) ,
San Antoni o , received th e Pau

C . Goel z busines s leadership
award fro m the S t . Mar y's
University Sc hoo l o f Busin ess

l

and Administration .

1957

Malcolm Strateman n (BBA
57 ) , San Antonio , has sold the

ownership o f the certified public
accounting firm o f Padgett
Stratemann & Co . to his fellow

partners and has
practice .

retired from

William L. Dowdy (BS 59 ) ,

Camarillo , Calif . , has been
named vice president and
f
r
genera manage o MSE
l
Environmenta Inc .
l

1 9 60

Frank Southers (BA 60 , JD
60) , San Antonio , was chosen by
the St. Mary 's University Law

Alumni Association to receive
the 1992 Outstanding Service
Award .

1 9 61

Robert B . Davis (JD 61 ),

Austin, has been appointed by
Gov. Ann Richards to the board

of directors of the Texas Public
Finance Au thority. The

authority 's board of directors is
responsible for approval and

issuance of the debt issued by
the state of Texas.
Kenneth Dugosh (BA 6 1 ),

Boerne, was inducted into the
St . Mary 's University Athletics

Hall of Fame.
Benny De Los Santos (BBA
6 1 ) , San Antonio, was inducted
into the St . Mary 's Un iversity
Athletics Hall of Fame.

l

1963

John Pau l Jourard (B A 63 ,
)
Sa n Antonio , ha s been

appointe d directo r o f sale s and
marketin g fo r th e Sheraton

Gunte r Hote
l.
Jim Ko et t (BBA 63 , Boerne ,
)
wa s ind ucte d int o th e St. Mar y ' s
Universit y Athletic s Ha ll o
f
Fame .

1964

Edward B . Kelle y (BBA
Anto nio , rece i ved the

San

64 ) ,

Geo rg e B . Ko hnen business
lead e rs hip awa rd from the S t.

Ma r y's Un i v e rsity Schoo l o
f
Busines s and Admini stratio n . He
i s presiden t o f USAA Rea l E state
Co .
Olin Strauss (BA 64 , JD 64 ,

MA 82 ) , Sa n Antonio , was
named by Gov . An n Richards to
f
se r ve as p residing judge o the
4th Admini strati ve Judicia
l
Regio n .

1966

Vincent Lin (BS 66 , MA 68 ) ,
San Rafae l , Cali f . , has bee n
named to the S t . Ma ry 's
f
University board o t rustees . H�
is chief fina ncia officer for
l
Linbro Inc .
Tom Rickhoff (BA 66 , JD

69 ) , San Anto nio , was the guest
r
speake for the a n nual Lincoln
Day lu ncheo n sponso red by
Kendall County Republica n
Wome n in Boerne . He is a
juve nile judge in Sa n A nto nio .

Thomas Uribe (BA 66) , Sa n
Anto nio, has bee n appoi nted by
Gov . A nn Richa rds to the State
Board of De ntal Examine rs .

1967

Leland T. Blank (BS 67) ,
College Station, has been elected
president of the Institute of
Industrial Engineers. He is a

professor of industrial

engineering and an assistant

deputy chancellor of engineering
for the Texas A & M University

system .
Selden B. Hall III (JD 67) ,
Amarillo, was gues t speaker at
the 92nd annual meeting of the

Greater Port Ar thur Chamber of
Commerce. He is chairman of

the Texas Board of Crim inal
Justice.
Larry Noll (BA 67 , JD 7 2),

1968

William Bruma gim (MBA
68 , Reston , V a. , ha s been
)
name d president , Airp o r
t
Prope rties- No rtheas t o f APCO A ,
Inc .

1970

Jack Moone y (BA 70 ) ,
Laredo , wa s chosen b th e S t .
y
Mar y' s Un iversity Alum n
i
Association La red o Chapte r to
rece ive the 1 9 9 2 Outstanding
S e r vic e A ward .

1972

James E . Wehman (BBA 72 ) ,
Austi n , was inducted into t he S t .
Ma r y 's Un i ve rsit At hletic s Hal l
y
o f Fame .

19 7 3

Cha rles F rausto Jr . (BBA
73 , MA 75 ), Richmond , Texas ,

has bee n selected as the athletic
directo r for Holy Rosa r Schoo
y
l
in Rosenberg Texas . He i also
s
,
ow ner a nd p reside nt o
f
DocuWrite Technica Writing
l
Se rvices .

1974

Fidencio Guerra Jr. (JD 74) ,
Edinburg , Texas , was the sub ject
o a feature sto ry in the Ja n . 12
f
editio n of the McAlle n Mo nito r .
He is se rving as judge p residi ng
over the 370th Dist rict Cou rt .

Angelina G. Kretzschmar
(BBA 74), Sa n Anto nio, accepted
a job as a n
opportunity

equal

e mploy me nt
specialist at Fo rt

Sam Houston. She was elected
to a two-year term on the San

Antonio Apartment Association
board of directors.

19 7 6

Rudy Reyes (BBA 76), Dallas,
was selected by the St . Mary 's
University Alumni Association

Dallas/Fort Worth Chapter to
receive the 1 992 Ou ts tanding
Ser vice Award .

Peter S. Vogel (JD 76) ,
Dallas, has been elected vice
president of activities for the

1977

A n n Mari e Flemin g (BA 7 7 ,
MA 80 , Te m pl e Texas ha s been
,
,
)
na me d cl inica l d irecto r o f the
Laure l Ridg e Da y T reatmen
t
Cente r o f Central Texa .
s
R obe r t Reid (BA 7 7) ,

Su garlan d , Texas wa s th e g u e s
t
,
s p eake r fo r th e St . Mar y' s
Un iversit y Athletic s Hal l o f Fame
luncheon and in duction
ceremon y . H e i s a fo rme r

Nationa l Basketbal l Association
pla y e r and i s cu r rently head
coach fo r the

Yakim a Su n Kin gs .

1978

Ma r y Brennan Stich (BA 78 ,
JD 81 ) , Sa n A ntonio , has b ee n
appointed associate dea n o
f
ca ree r se r vices and alu m n
i
relatio ns at t he St. Ma r y's
U n i ve rsit Sc hoo l o f La w . S he i
y
s
a fo rme r pa rt ne r in t he la w fi r m
o f Cox & S m i t h I nc .

19 7 9

James J . Bu rke (BBA 79)
,
Ma r yla nd , has bee n p ro moted to

staf f coordinato r i n t he execu t i ve

offices o Gene ral Moto rs
f
Insurance Co .
Patricia Gomez Carrion
,
MD (BA 79) , Housto n , is a n

assista nt p rofessor o ps yc hiat r
f
y
at t he U n i ve rs ity of Texas
Medica Schoo at Hous to n .
l
l
Ted Trevino (CL 79), Sa n
A ntonio , was i nducted i nto t he
St . Ma ry 's U n ivers ity At hletics
Hall o Fame .
f

1980

Tom Cate (JD 80), L ytle,
Texas, was t he guest speaker at
the 1992 Pleasanton Chamber of
Commerce banquet. He is
currently serving his first term

on the Agriculture Committee
and the Elections Committee in
the Texas House of

Representatives.
Delia Sanchez (BBA 80), San
Antonio, was the subject of a

feature article in the March 30 ,

1 992, edition of the San Antonio
Light ne wspaper. She is the

telephone ser vice super
St . Mary 's Uni versity.

visor

at

Dallas Bar Association .

San Antonio , ass umed the office

of p resident of the San Antonio
B ar Association for the 1 992 - 93
term .
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CLASSNOTES

1982

Pam Clor (BBA 82), San
Antonio, appeared on the
nationally syndicated television
show, '!Live with Regis & Kathie
Lee." She was a winner of the
Regis & Kathie Lee match
makeover contest.
Francisco Grajales (MA 82),
Austin, was selected by the St.
Mary's University Alumni
Association Austin Chapter to
receive the 1992 Outstanding
Service Award.
Joseph L. Hood Jr. (JD 82),
El Paso, was certified in civil
trial law by the Texas Board of
Legal Specialization. He is a
shareholder with the firm of
Scott, Hulse, Marshall, Feuille,
Finger and Thurmond.
David Kauffman (BBA 82),
San Antonio, was the subject of
a feature article in the March 6,
1992, edition of Today's
Catholic.
Geri Tulepak (MA 82, MA
91), San Antonio, was the
subject of a feature article in the
April 12, 1992, edition of the
San Antonio Light newspaper.

1983

Juan Antonio Villarreal
(BBA 83), Laredo, has been
promoted to vice president in
the commercial credit
department of the International
Bank of Commerce.

1985

Melinda J. Gambrell (JD
85), Fort Worth, has joined the
law firm of Ramsey & Dismuke.

1987

Theodore V. Arevalo (BS
87), Houston, was awarded an
MD degree from Baylor College
of Medicine in Houston. He has
been accepted into the internal
medicine residency program at
Wilford Hall Medical Center at
Lackland Air Force Base in San
Antonio.
Kevin Sean Casey (JD 87),
Austin, resigned as executive
director of Houston's Dispute
Resolution Center. He has
transferred to the Dispute
Resolution Center in Austin.
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1988

Christopher A. Beeb (BA
88), St. Louis, Mo., has
graduated from Logan College of
Chiropractic Medicine. He has
joined the Gallo Clinic Doctors'
Group as an associate
chiropractic physician.
John H. James (BBA 88),
Bryan, Texas, traveled to
Switzerland as part of the
Rotary International's group
study exchange program. He is
assistant to the Bryan city
manager.
Martin Gomez (BA 88), San
Antonio, was co-coordinator for
the 12th annual Fiesta Fashion
Show sponsored by Incarnate
Word College. He is a senior
pursuing his degree in design at
Incarnate Word College.
Elizabeth Rogers (JD 88),
San Antonio, has been named as
outstanding young lawyer by the
San Antonio Young Lawyers
Association.
Roy C. Schmidt (MBA 88),
Kowloon, Hong Kong, has just
completed a doctorate in
business at Indiana University
Graduate School of Business. He
accepted a position as lecturer
in business information systems
at Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology.
Manuel Torres (BBA 88), San
Antonio, has been promoted to
division training officer for
National Convenience Stores.

1989

Patrick S. Flaherty (BBA
89), Largo, Fla., has been
transferred to the St. Petersburg
office of Northbrook Insurance
Co. and placed in charge of
subrogation claims. He also
received the Florida claims
adjuster license after
successfully completing the state
examination.
Cheryl Moore (MA 89), San
Antonio, has opened a private
practice office for music therapy.

199()

1st Lt. Chiquita Hodges (MS
90), San Antonio, has been
chosen from among 20
applicants to serve as a 1992
Kelly Air Force Base
ambassador. She is a chemical
research officer with the San
Antonio Air Logistics Center
Technology and Industrial
Support Directorate.
Cedric Wood (MA 90), San
Antonio, has started a new
business, ProActive Parenting.

1991

Roderick J. Regan (JD 91),
San Antonio, has joined Smith,
Barshop, Stoffer & Millsap as an
associate in the litigation and
employment law sections.

�tt\R)Rlf\GES

Carol Schoellmann (BBA 79)
and Curtis Pratho married Feb.
29 in Nada, Texas.
Lee McNamara (BBA 83) and
Jennifer Maly were married May
23.
Scott Alan Schawe (BBA 84)
and Julie Ann Salinas married
Jan. 25 at St. Anthony's
Catholic Church in Harlingen,
Texas.
Dianne C'de Baca (BBA 85)
and Mark S. Yoss married March
21 in Albuquerque, N.M.
Timothy Joseph Connolly
(BA 85) and Jennifer Leigh
Mishler married Feb. 15 at St.
Austin's Catholic Church in
Austin.
John Michael Cox (JD 87)
and Leslie Carr married Jan. 25
at St. Michael and All Angels
Episcopal Church in Dallas.
Karla A. Miller (BA 89) and
Joseph Waldinger married July
12, 1991, at Trinity Episcopal
Church in Pharr, Texas.
Gloria R. Rodriguez (BBA
89) and Jesse Palomo married
Oct. 12, 1991, at Holy Family
Church in Edinburg, Texas.
Dina S. Sepulveda (BA 89)
and Anthony Elliott married
June 15, 1991, in Corpus
Christi.
Kathryn M. Sloan (BBA 89)
and Scott R. Cordes (BA 88)
married May 30 at St. Patrick's
Catholic Church in Galveston,
Texas
Marcia Louree Voytek (JD
89) and Rix Thomas Tillman
married Jan. 4 at the First
Baptist Church in Dayton, Texas.
Darcey Dickey (BA 90) and
Nicholas Barron II married April
3 in San Antonio.
Delinda Johnson (JD 90) and
Dr. Michael Robert Peters
married April 11 in Horseshoe
Bay, Texas.

ANNIVERSARY

Len and Shirley Sterling,
San Antonio members of the
President's Club, celebrated 40
years of marriage June 14.

BIR,THS

Carmen (BBA 82) and
William (BBA 85) Gellhausen
announce the birth of Sarah on
Feb. 22.
Thomas (BS 82) and Juanita
DeMoor announce the-arrival of
twins, Thomas Murray and
Michael Goode, on March 21.
Kathy (MA 84) and Bill
Sisoian announce the birth of
Lauren Kathleen on Feb. 4.
Ray (BBA 85) and Darcy (BA
86) Purk announce the birth of
their first child, Christopher
Erich, on Dec. 19, 1991.
Cheryl (MA 89) and Jim
Moore announce the birth of
Karly Lauren on May 30.

IN
J\fEMORLAM

Charles M. Beacham (JD
31), San Antonio, died May 5,
Roger Van Wie, DDS (CL
34), San Antonio, died Feb. 16.
Sister Mary Attracta
Cahill, S.H.Sp., Fort Worth,
died Feb. 12.
Josephine F. Verain (JD 42),
Corpus Christi, died March 22.
Berniece McCulloch
Christiansen (BA 46), Houston,
died March 15.
Rubye Gibson Du Turroil
(BA 47, MA 49), San Antonio
died Jan. 19.
Clyde V. Jones (MA 48), San
Antonio, died Jan. 2.
Rudy Esquivel (JD 50), San
Antonio, died of a heart attack
April 3.
Albert J. Range Sr. (CL 50),
San Antonio, died April 11.
Mildred "Dodie" Strosser
Bratten (BA 51), San Antonio,
died Jan. 18.
Bill M. Doyle (CL 52), San
Antonio, died Jan. 27.
George H. Beaman (BA 56),
Windthorst, Texas, died April 26.
Elton Howard Hunt (JD 59),
Odessa, died March 29.
James Patrick McGuire (MA
72), San Antonio, died Jan. 22
after a long illness.
John A. Fuschich Jr. (MA
73), San Antonio, died March
31.

